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Throughout Covid and this January's winter storm, the ACSA's dedicated staff has been proud to
provide you with high-quality water and wastewater services you could count on when just about
everything else in our lives was negatively impacted.  As we make our way into 2022, our employees'
water quality work never ends. 

The EPA has updated its regulations regarding two of our country's most-pressing water quality
issues:  lead pipes in our nation's water systems and the discoveries of PFAS chemicals - which are
used to make our clothing, carpets, and couches water and stain resistant - in water supplies and
drinking water.  

In December, the EPA released the latest Lead and Copper Rule (LCR), a set of regulations governing
how water providers must operate their systems so their customers are protected from exposure to
lead through their drinking water.  The LCR directs us to update our testing processes, search for lead
service lines, add schools and childcares to our testing efforts, and improve customer communications.

When it comes to PFAS, the EPA will require testing for 29 more of these chemicals starting in 2023,
with the results reported to you through our water quality reports.  While we will provide more details to
you in the coming months, I can tell you today the ACSA, along with our water provider Rivanna Water
and Sewer Authority, are uniquely confident about both the lack of lead and of PFAS chemicals in our
drinking water systems.

Several rounds of water sampling have confirmed we are well in compliance with the EPA's LCR
before it even takes effect, and that previously conducted PFAS testing shows we are not detecting
these chemicals in our drinking water.

This does not mean we will rest on our laurels.  We will continue to work every day toward delivering to
your taps the safest and cleanest drinking water.



WATCH THE WINNERS! Along with the City of Charlottesville
& the Rivanna Water & Sewer

Authority, the ACSA is proud to
announce the winners of our 2021
"Imagine a Day Without Water"

Youth Art Contest. 
 

Please take a moment to watch the
amazing work of our young people.

Search "Cville Communications
Imagine" on YouTube for the city's

video announcing the winners. 


